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 Putting your Passion into motion

Passion is the lever that helps lift the mundane to extraordinary, 
the mediocre to excellent.  Passion sustains pursuit,  but how  

do we develop the passion that fires us up, makes and keeps us 
driving towards our defined destination ?  What are the triggers of 
passion? 
 Firstly, passion is triggered in our area of interest. The more 
one explores into what fascinates us, the more passion is set into 
motion to perform. It is thus counterintuitive to obstruct 
adventures into our areas of interest as this kills the passion not 
only in that area, but in any pursuit at all. Passion  generates the 
resilience required for pursuit and thus leads not just to 
performance but more often than not, excellence in our pursuit. 
Passion is contagious, and thus it becomes a magnet that attracts 
help and puts detractors at bay! 
 Another veritable source of passion is our company. The more 
we are surrounded and stay with passionate and ambitious peo-
ple, the higher the likelihood that the same passion would be set in 
motion in our own lives. Human beings are social creatures and as 
such we not only observe our environment, with extended associ-
ations we participate in the activities that go on around us. More-
over, the more successful we are in our pursuits , the more the pas-
sion to do more is set in motion.



Passion can also be triggered by recognition and reinforcement. 
Parents, Coaches , mentors and even friends / colleagues who 
recognize good pursuit and reinforce it with praise and or gifts 
would undoubtedly set in motion the passion in the recipient to 
do more.



Passion produces the energy for work and the joy that makes 
our work enjoyable. People who are not passionate about their 
work, see it as a chore to be endured , but passionate people 
have fun at work. 

We must now understand how  passion brings 
performance. Let’s discuss a few facts about passion 
and how it generates the drive for performance. This 
should help to detect where passion is absent in our 
pursuit.

Passion produces the energy for work and the joy 
that makes our work enjoyable. People who are not 
passionate about their work, see it as a chore to be 
endured , but passionate people have fun at work. 
They look forward to the daily tasks and challenges 
and feel satisfied. Passion generates a feeling, a 
positive emotion.



Passion sees beyond the bends. 
With passion, mountains 
appears as molehills. Passionate 
people are always positive about 
their pursuit and see a way out 
with every challenge. 
 Passion sees possibility with every opportunity. 
Passion sees... it helps to locate every open door and 
possesses the courage to walk through!! Not only this, 
passionate people ignores the often temporary pain and 
discomfort of pursuit and labour and focuses on the gains 
of  success and victory. Moreover, passion  feels pleasure 
with every progress no matter how minute.
 Certainly passion is never a prerequisite for 
anything, but the lack of this emotion renders everything 
mediocre — be it work, leisure, adventure or romance. 
People can and do lead entire lives without being 
passionate about anything, but in order to truly drink 
deeply of life, intensity of passion is a must!
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